
pushing the advancement and development of the innovations, technology development, 

entrepreneurship investment and value finance etc... Value-Driven 

CZ
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Part One: CZ The Real Value-Driven Digital Currency  
Revolutionizing Your Expectation (A short Introduction）

Part Two: A Detailed Introduction of CZ (Fundamental)
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Part One: The Real Value-Driven  Digital Currency, Revolutionizing Your 
Expectation

(A short Introduction)



The Change is Brought by a real Value-Driven digital 

currency. CZ is the forerunner of this revolution! (The 

cryptocurrency community’s future belongs to the 

real Value-Driven digital currency).

CZ, the real Value-Driven digital currency,   

promotes  the  advancement  and 

development  of  innovation,  technology, 

entrepreneurship investment, Value-Driven  

finance etc...  The price  is  currently 

undervalued

I. Amid the big changes in the cryptocurrency community, Air Coin and 
MLM are in declining stage.



 

As a value investment, not gambling, the right cryptocurrency is critical for cultivating the 

social value and strengthening economic growth. Digital currencies transcend international 

borders. If it has real value, beneficial to the people and the society, such as the digital 

currency like CZ, it is worth your attention and worth investing. 

Because this cryptocurrency can be easily implemented and adopted by most countries in 

the world for its favorable effect on the economy, the future valuation of the digital 

currency is very exciting. The other cryptocurrencies, such as BTC, Air Coin and MLM, are 

incapable of achieving, which are not well-received by many countries globally. Air Coin 

and MLM will not be welcomed in the future. 

II. CZ, A Worthy Investment, Value-Driven



III. Why CZ is Better than “BTC”: 

 

2. CZ:

CZ promotes innovation, technology, entrepreneurship investment, and Value-Driven finance,etc., 

which are also strongly advocated and promoted by the leaders of most contries. CZ is going on 

in these aspects and has achieved certain results, which are consistent with the value of themost 

countries and their leaders. Meanwhile, since the innovations, technology development, 

entrepreneurship investment and Value-Driven finance etc. driven by CZ are also welcomed and 

awaited by most countries in the world, CZ will smoothly expand to most countries around the 

world.

1. BTC:

BTC is mainly hype and payment transactions, The so-called "mining" wastes huge energy, not to 

mention the exchange manipulation and other criminal activities, which are the reasons why BTC 

is unpopular in most countries. Comparing with BTC, CZ is fundamentally different.
 

“

”



CZ is a real Value-driven digital currency. It can be expected that CZ will subsequently dominate 

the entire blockchain and cryptocurrency community, and Sichelschnitt（Sickle harvest） the Air 

Coin/MLM coins. This shows the culture deposits of the real Value-driven digital currency, which is 

one of many advantages of CZ.

IV. Right now, more than 99% of the cryptocurrencies within the entire 

blockchain industry and the cryptocurrency community are Air Coin/MLM 

coins; The real Value-driven cryptocurrencies are on only a few.



 

CZ is not only a real Value-driven cryptocurrency/high-value cryptocurrency but also a 

trustworthy financial portal/mainstream portal and financial platform, unicorn with great 

influence and credibility. Since its establishment, CZ (including the predecessor of CZ) 

Never recommend any questionable financial product. After years of confirmation, what 

CZ has advocated has proved to be right, which few others can say the same. Its value-

oriented property is the key! CZ has become an influential leader, with immense weight! 

The full name of CZ is CJZVIPE，CZ Official Website www.cjz.vip  
 

V. A Short introduction of CZ

With 12 applicable scenarios in operation and more scenarios are under development, CZ 

is pushing the advancement and development of the innovations, technology 

development, entrepreneurship investment and value finance etc...



In several fields, some of the particular 

applicable scenarios of CZ are growing into the 

world’s number one or top independent 

platform/unicorn (such as technology or 

innovation platforms), which are all CZ’s sub-

platforms.

VI.



CZ will be the driving-force to many countries’ 

innovations, technology development, 

entrepreneurship investment  and value finance 

globally and become a world-class value-oriented 

cryptocurrency. Simultaneously, it will make huge 

return through implementing the value-oriented  

& derivatives internationally.
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VII:



The contribution brought by CZ will exceed 

your imagination, far better than what we have 

shown. CZ will soon release more surprise. CZ, 

The Real Value-Driven Digital Currency!
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Part Two: A Detailed Introduction of CZ (Fundamental)

CZ The First Value-Driven 
Clustered Applicable Scenarios



I. What is CZ?

CZ is not only a real value-driven cryptocurrency/high-value cryptocurrency but also a 

trustworthy financial portal/mainstream portal and financial platform, unicorn with great 

influence and credibility. Since its establishment, CZ (including the predecessor of CZ) never 

recommend any questionable financial product. After years of confirmation, what CZ has 

advocated has been proven to be right, which few others can say the same. Its value- 

oriented property is the key! CZ has become an influential leader, with immense weight! CZ 

Official Website www.cjz.vip

With 12 applicable scenarios and more scenarios are under development, CZ is backing the 

advancement and development of the innovations, technology development, 

entrepreneurship investment and value finance etc...



II. What are the new characteristics of CZ after the brand upgrade? 
What do they do in practice?

It can be traded, free circulated, collected/invested, 
spent, etc..

CZ is issued to worldwide users, and the issuing 
limit permanently caps at 30 million. 

Issuing globally with a limit of 30 million
CZ has established 12 exclusive applicable 
scenarios (the first value-driven clustered 
applicable scenarios in the world). At the same 
time, more scenarios are under development and 
will be introduced subsequently. It is beneficial to 
the nation, society, the public, and the world, as 
well as innovation, entrepreneurship investment , 
technology development, the end-users.

Exclusive applicable scenarios

CZ will provide a value-driven applicable 
scenario development/operating platform.

On top of the exclusive scenarios, CZ will 
provide a development/operating platform, on 
which the global developers who focus on the 
value-driven scenarios can develop applicable 
scenarios and establish operations. CZ will provide value-driven applications 

scenarios/infrastructure of world-class and  
value-driven blockchain platforms.

More Applicable Scenarios

Accessible for third-party scenarios; 
close cooperation with the external applicable 
scenarios, etc..



III: What makes CZ so special?

1. Value of Scarcity

Issuing globally with a limit of 30 million After the end of the issuance, CZ is no longer issued in the future.

2. Value of the System

CZ is both a platform and a cryptocurrency. It is, in fact, a system promoting innovation, creativity, technology 
development, entrepreneurship investment and value-driven finance etc...

3. Value of Trading, Circulating, Collecting and Spending

CZ can be traded, free circulated, collected, spent. It can be very flexible in satisfying every end-user’s needs.

4. Value of Applicable Scenarios

CZ has exclusive applicable scenarios, in which CZ is the sole financial tool. At the same time, more exclusive scenarios are 
under development and will be introduced subsequently. They are globally integrated and furthering the world economy.
   

On top of the exclusive scenarios, CZ will provide a development/operating platform, on which the global developers who 
focus on the value-oriented scenarios can develop applicable scenarios and establish operations. At the same time, CZ will 
access third-party scenarios; close cooperation with the external applicable scenarios, etc...



The people who hold CZ is of a prestige status. As 
CZ’s system is further developed and improved, 
more services will be provided to the holders.

Ø 5. Value of Honor 

The people who hold CZ can receive world-class 
support in innovation, technology development, 
entrepreneurship investment , finance and 
CZ’s platform.

Ø 6. Value of support in innovation, technology 
development, entrepreneurship investment, 
finance and CZ’s platform.

By holding and using CZ, people are contributing to 
the world and the betterment of society.

Ø 7. Value of the World Contribution

Ø 8. For the detailed value/price and its support of the CZ,   
Please see "Part Three: A Detailed Introduction of CZ 
(Essential)" beginning on page 24.  



IV: What are the applicable scenarios of CZ that have been established? 

12 Applicable Scenarios：

Innovation is priceless and a key factor in the 

development of the world. In “Innovation and the 

world” scenario, the application of CZ can stimulate 

people's innovation potential, so that everyone's 

innovative subconscious can be gradually realized. It 

will make innovation widespread and promote the 

development of the world.

1. Innovation and the World

Mass entrepreneurship and innovation is the future, 

not only domestically, but also internationally. 

However, there is a strange vicious circle in the 

entrepreneurship and venture capital industry: 

promising projects could not find investors, and 

investors could not find promising projects. It is not 

scattered cases, but a common situation, quite 

serious! The causes of the dire situation are many, 

which have affected the development of the 

industry. The “Entrepreneurship and Venture 

Capital” scenario will connect and inspire 

entrepreneurs and investors through the use of CZ, 

making the venture capital industry more efficient, 

and further promoting mass entrepreneurship and 

innovation!

Technology is dramatically shaping the whole world. 

Certain needs will bring about certain science and 

technology research to meet the demand; science and 

technology will also give rise to corresponding 

technological applications. However, the actual 

supply/demand of technology has not been effectively 

stimulated. Technology scenario will effectively connect 

and stimulate technological demand and supply around 

the world through the use of CZ (a financial-driven 

platform operating globally to connect the technological 

demand/supply) so that new technology can more 

effectively serve the countries, the general public, and 

the world, which will create global technological 

consciousness and consensus boosting the world 

economy. 

2. A Supply/Demand of Technology
3. Entrepreneurship and  Venture Capital



In “Dedicated On-Site Financial Planners” 
scenario, people are supported by the 
power of expertise through the use of CZ. 
A host of financial experts from all over 
the world are gathered to provide and 
share their wisdom.

4. Everyone has a say in finance

Everyone has his own financial world in 
mind, yearning to pursue value and 
show insight! In “Everyone has a say in 
finance” scenario, people can express 
their own financial knowledge and learn 
from other people’s value outlook 
through the use of CZ; they can show 
and acquire the financial knowledge 
they need.

Crowd-funding is a convenient investing and 
financing method that the general public can easily 
participate, showing a promising future. The current 
difficulty is that few high-quality projects can go 
online on crowd-funding platforms (the various 
hidden rules of the platforms barred many brilliant 
crowd-funding projects from going online, and 
eventually the projects died out). In “Crowd-Funding” 
scenarios, all the barriers are lifted through the use of 
CZ, providing a convenient platform for high-quality 
crowd-funding projects and investors to connect. 
Thus, every quality crowd-funding project has the 
opportunity to make a debut.

5. Crowd-Funding 6. Dedicated On-Site Financial Planners

IV: What are the applicable scenarios that have been established?



12. Financial Q&A
In “Financial Q&A” scenario, through the 
use of CZ, people can find the answers for the 
confusion/ misperception in investing and 
financial portfolio, value investment, 
expanding profits, the essence of finance and 
strategy planning. 

7. Mergers and Acquisitions
In “Mergers and Acquisitions” scenario, a 
platform of domestic and international M&A 
resources is provided through the use of CZ, to 
improve the efficiency of resource integration.

8. Trust Fund
In “Trust Fund” scenario, the selected trusts 
can effectively connect the demand through 
the use of CZ.

9. Private Equity
In “Private Equity” scenario, the selected 
private equities can effectively connect the 
demand through the use of CZ.

10. I’m Investor
There are too many uncertainties in investment 
and financial management. In “I’m Investor” 
scenario, through the use of CZ, each investor 
can post their own investing and financial 
management needs, borrowing insights and 
wisdom and pooling resources to secure and 
expand the profits.

11. Institution/Finance/Financial Management
In “Institution/Finance/Financial Management” 
scenario, a distribution center, financial 
institutions, investment & wealth management 
institutions can show their services and 
products here through the use of CZ.

IV: What are the applicable scenarios that have been established?



6. CZ will continually bring you 
good surprises and fortune!

1. CZ will be the driving-force to many 
countries’ innovations, technology 
development, entrepreneurship 
investment and value finance globally 
and become the world-class value-
oriented cryptocurrency. Simultaneously, 
it will make huge return through 
implementing the value-driven & 
derivatives internationally.

2. Multilingual services 

Aside from Chinese CZ applicable 
Scenarios, CZ will soon provide 
services in most languages around 
the world, letting most of 
international users participate.

On top of the exclusive scenarios, (more world-class 
exclusive scenarios will be implemented subsequently) 
CZ will provide a development/operating platform, on 
which the global developers who focus on the value-
oriented scenario can develop applicable scenarios. CZ 
will become a platform that is one-stop and a 
combination of development/operation. It is also 
accessible for third-party scenarios. At the same time, 
CZ will cooperate with external applicable scenarios.

3. More Applicable Scenarios. CZ’s platform will 
become the world's largest value-oriented 
scenario complex.

4. In several fields, some of the particular 
applicable scenarios of CZ, (exclusive 
applicable scenarios developed by CZ) are 
growing into the world’s number one or 
top independent platform/unicorn, which 
are all CZ’s sub-platforms.

CZ system will work with 
global participants to build a 
value system that is more 
mature and with more 
potential.

5. A mature CZ System

V: A glance of CZ’s future



VI. Related to CZ  

B. The value of clustered applicable scenarios, a brief analysis: The total volume of CZ is 
fixed. As the number of scenarios continues to increase, and the value created by the 
scenarios keep rising, the value of CZ will continue to grow.

1. 

A. The value of a single scenario, a brief analysis: using a scenario one time consumes 1 
CZ. The analysis of the scenarios’ real value shows the cost of a single high-quality full-
service on an authoritative financial platform usually is hundreds of thousands of yuan , 
which is equivalent to one scenario, and the real market value would be  hundreds of 
thousands of yuan Whereas, the actual cost/value of a single high-quality service, which 
is to use one CZ’s applicable scenario,Hundreds of thousands of yuan. In other words, 
each CZ is equivalent to the value hundreds of thousands of , and the current price of 
purchasing 1 CZ (single use of the scenarios) is at a low level, and the appreciation 
potential has been reserved.  

C.The value of CZ platform complex, a brief analysis: CZ will become a global value-
driven platform focusing on scenario development and operation. At the same time, it 
will be connected to third-party scenarios and cooperate with external applicable 
scenarios. The future value of CZ is immeasurable. 



3. If you still have any doubts or you expect 

the value to be higher, more extensions of 

CZ will be released in the future (due to 

trade secrets, the document is not shown), 

which will certainly clear all your concerns. 

The contribution brought by CZ will exceed 

your imagination, far better than what we 

have shown. CZ will soon release more 

surprise! CZ, Value-Driven!

2. The analysis of 1A above shows that the 

current price of CZ is low. Coupled with 1B 

and 1C, with the development of CZ and 

its value rising, the value will increase 

significantly in the future.



Part Three: A Detailed Introduction of CZ 

(Essential)



Part Three: A Detailed Introduction of CZ (Essential)

With 12  applicable scenarios and more 

scenarios are under development, CZ is 

pushing the advancement and development 

of the innovations, technology development, 

entrepreneurship investment and value 

finance etc...

CZ is not only a real value-driven cryptocurrency/high-

value cryptocurrency but also a trustworthy financial 

portal/mainstream portal and financial platform, unicorn 

with great influence and credibility. Since its 

establishment, CZ (including the predecessor of CZ) 

never recommend any questionable financial product. 

After years of confirmation, what CZ has advocated has 

been proven to be right, which few others can say the 

same. Its value-oriented property is the key! CZ has 

become an influential leader, with immense weight! 

I. CZ



1.  CZ

CZ is value-driven.

CZ is a trustworthy financial portal/mainstream portal and financial 
platform, unicorn with great influence and credibility both 
domestically and internationally, thanks for its value-oriented property. 
Currently, the market value of a single  full-service use of CZ’s 
scenarios is hundreds of thousands of yuan. Providing the full-service 
once corresponds to the consumption of 1 CZ. In other words, 1 CZ is 
equivalent to hundreds of thousands of yuan.

The current price of CZ is at a low level, and the appreciation potential 
has been reserved. 

As CZ’s applicable scenarios keep expanding, accessing to third-party 
scenarios and cooperating with external applicable scenarios, the 
value of CZ will continue to increase. Its influence will also increase. In 
the foreseeable future, the value of the single-use of CZ’s scenarios 
full-service will be much higher and the value increase potential is 
going to be more substantial. These are real values that can be seen 
with your own eyes.

II. Introduction of CZ

Currently, the real value of 1 CZ is hundreds of thousands of Yuan

2. CZ, A Overview

CZ, Value-Oriented, Applicable Scenarios

1) CZ has established 12 applicable scenarios, more 

world-class scenarios are coming;

2) CZ value-based orientation! To promote the progress 

and development of innovation, technology, 

entrepreneurship investment, value-based finance and 

more.

3) CZ, the true value-based digital currency!

4) CZ Official Website www.cjz.vip 



1, CZ promotes innovation, technology, entrepreneurship 
investment, and value-driven finance,etc., which are also strongly 
advocated and promoted by the leaders of most contries. CZ is 
going on in these aspects and has achieved certain results, which 
are consistent with the value of themost countries and their 
leaders. Meanwhile, since the innovations, technology 
development, entrepreneurship investment and value-driven 
finance etc. driven by CZ are also welcomed and awaited by most 
countries in the world, CZ will smoothly expand to most countries 
around the world.

2. The Value of CZ’s influence and credibility

CZ is not only a real value-driven cryptocurrency/high-value 
cryptocurrency but also a trustworthy financial portal/mainstream 
portal and financial platform, unicorn with great influence and 
credibility. Since its establishment, CZ (including the predecessor of 
CZ) never recommend any questionable financial product. After 
years of confirmation, what CZ has advocated has proved to be 
right, which few others can say the same. Its value-oriented 
property is the key! CZ has become an influential leader, with 
immense weight!

III. Where is CZ’s Value Come From?



4. The Price (Some contents overlap with the above. It is for the 

purpose of explaining the price clearer)

CZ, Value-Driven. The current price is low, and the appreciation 

potential has been reserved. 

CZ is a trustworthy financial portal/mainstream portal and 

financial platform, unicorn with great influence and credibility 

both domestically and globally.  Its value-oriented property is the 

key! Currently, the market value of a single full-service of CZ’s 

scenarios is hundreds of thousands of yuan. Providing the full-

service once corresponds to the consumption of 1 CZ. In other 

words, 1 CZ is equivalent to the value of hundreds of thousands of 

yuan.

As CZ’s applicable scenarios keep expanding, accessing to third-

party scenarios and cooperating with external applicable scenarios, 

the value of CZ will continue to increase. Its influence will also 

increase. In the foreseeable future, the value of the single-use of 

CZ’s scenarios full-service will be much higher and the value 

increase potential is going to be more substantial. These are real 

values that can be seen with your own eyes.

3. The Value of Applicable Scenarios：

CZ currently has 12 applicable scenarios, and the number 

will expand to 10s of thousands or even 100s of thousands 

scenarios. Aside from the scenarios developed by us, CZ will 

open to third-party developers who can join CZ’s platform 

to develop applicable scenarios. CZ will also cooperate with 

other application scenarios, adopt multi-mode cooperation 

with others

In several fields, some of the particular applicable scenarios 

of CZ are growing into the world’s number one or top 

independent platform (such as technology or innovation 

platforms), which are all CZ’s sub-platforms.

CZ’s platform will introduce more language versions and 

will be implemented in most countries of the world.



IV. Why is CZ Better than BTC?

1. BTC: 2. CZ:

CZ promotes innovation, technology, 
entrepreneurship investment, and value-driven 
finance,etc., which are also strongly advocated 
and promoted by the leaders of most contries. 
CZ is going on in these aspects and has 
achieved certain results, which are consistent 
with the value of themost countries and their 
leaders. Meanwhile, since the innovations, 
technology development, entrepreneurship 
investment and value-driven finance etc. 
driven by CZ are also welcomed and awaited 
by most countries in the world, CZ will 
smoothly expand to most countries around the 
world.

BTC is mainly hype and payment 

transactions,The so-called "mining" 

wastes huge energy, not to mention 

the exchange manipulation and other 

criminal activities, which are the 

reasons why Bitcoin is unpopular in 

most countries. Comparing with BTC, 

CZ is fundamentally different.



V. CZ and Miscellaneous

CZ has users/members, communities, usage traffic, strong financial influence and credibility, 

applicable scenarios, true value, and the recognition of national policy.

VI. Does CZ Fall Within the Support of Government Policies? 

CZ belongs to an innovative industry. The country’s leadership strongly promote innovation, technology, 

entrepreneurship, value-driven finance. CZ’s undertaking and achievements, such a positive influence, 

certainly contribute to society, because CZ is such an invigorating force, which is praised by the whole nation 

and the whole world. It falls within the support of government policies and the national leaders.



1. First and foremost, CZ is a global cryptocurrency. 
CZ’s platform will be established in most countries 
in the world. The number of buyers, followers, and 
users are enormous, enough to support CZ at the 
value of hundreds of thousands of yuan (of each CZ). 

2. CZ’s applicable scenarios will expand to 10s of 
thousands or even 100s of thousands scenarios. Aside 
from the scenarios developed by us, CZ will open to 
third-party developers who can join CZ’s platform to 
develop scenarios. CZ will also cooperate with other 
applicable scenarios, adopt multi-mode cooperation 
with others.

 In several fields, some of the particular applicable 
scenarios of CZ are growing into the world’s number 
one or top independent platform, which are all CZ’s 
sub-platforms.

CZ has an enormous number of applicable scenarios, 
which cover many people, industries and investors, 
enough to support CZ at the value of hundreds of 
thousands of yuan (of each CZ).

3. Diamond suppliers have currently contacted us, hoping to build 
cooperation with CZ. They want to link their diamonds with CZ in 
some aspects to enhance their sales. It will further strengthen the 
value and recognition of CZ, and the base (number) of people who 
accept, buy, and invest in CZ will once again rise dramatically.
 
Diamond suppliers are just one of many companies that have 
contacted CZ. Many companies in various industries have already 
contacted CZ, expressing their intention to develop a strategic 
partnership with CZ (there will be many in the future). CZ’s value-
oriented property is the key to promote their business and product 
and to form a win-win situation with CZ! The value of CZ will again 
increase!

4. As CZ grows, the big capitals, consortia would not let go of CZ, 
for it is such a rare opportunity. After these big capital going in, 
first, the value of CZ will rise again, and second, they will push 
CZ’s development to another level.

In summary, CZ, at the value of tens of hundreds of thousands of 
yuan, is supported by loads of capital and massive crowds, which 
is CZ’s indestructible foundation. With the steady/strong 
enhancement of a series of advantages, the value of CZ will be 
much higher!

VII. The Market Value of CZ



CZ customer service: 

Telegram：@cjzvipe        QQ: 318059325        E-mai: cz@cjz.vip    

VIII: CZ’s consult methods:



Thanks for your time and we are 
looking forward to your feedback


